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ABSTRACT

While it is feasible with today’s commercial tools to swap
from one module to another, many applications demand more
advanced configuration schemes, for example, to map dif-
ferent dataflow graphs onto an FPGA. To support this, we
will improve an existing on-FPGA communication architec-
ture in order to carry out arbitrary routing among multiple
freely placed modules. This results in a circuit switching
network that will be efficiently implemented directly within
the FPGA routing fabric.

1. INTRODUCTION

Despite the fact that all recent FPGA architectures, such as
Xilinx Virtex-6/7 and Altera Stratix-5, support partial run-
time reconfiguration, this feature is used seldom in indus-
trial applications, hence, plenty of systems are not benefiting
from the potential savings in device cost, power consump-
tion, and physical area. One of the main reasons for this
fact is a lack of an adequate tool support.Currently, the ma-
jor FPGA vendors are only enabling partial reconfiguration
in the time domain within their tools. In this configuration
mode, modules can be exclusively loaded to a reconfigurable
region and swapped over time. In that example, a set of dif-
ferent modules are executed mutually exclusively within a
shared reconfigurable region, and partial reconfiguration is
used for swapping between modules. The model behind this
approach is basically a multiplexing for activating one par-
ticular module at a point in time.

However, many systems are much more sophisticated in
the sense that they consist of several communicating func-
tion blocks to be arbitrarily composed together at run-time.
Such systems are commonly modeled by dataflow graphs
where the nodes represent the function blocks and the edges
denote the communication between the blocks. In the case
that the dataflow graph changes at run-time or if different
parts of the graph are executed to the exclusion of others,
partial run-time reconfiguration can be used for physically
mapping the entire active parts to the FPGA fabric. For
example, some control systems use different control algo-
rithms for different operating points and reconfiguration might
be used to adapt the controller between the different algo-
rithms rather than implementing all algorithms in parallel
and multiplexing between them.Another example is query

acceleration for databases or data stream management sys-
tems (DSMS).

To efficiently map such dataflow graphs on an FPGA
at run-time, it must be possible to place modules of arbi-
trary size (because different operations result in different re-
source requirements) on an FPGA while carrying out com-
munication at the same time. In this paper, we will propose
an on-FPGA communication architecture that is suitable for
composing dataflow graphs at run-time. In the next section,
we will propose an enhancement to an existing on-FPGA
communication architecture that permits the implementation
directly within the routing fabric of the FPGA, hence sig-
nificantly improving performance and implementation cost.
After this, we will present a case study in Section 4 before
concluding the paper in Section 5.

2. MAPPING DATAFLOW GRAPHS TO SLOTS

2.1. Related Work

Most work on exploring partial run-time reconfiguration is
based on the time domain reconfiguration model. In this
model, modules are exclusively placed in a reconfigurable
region. For mapping dataflow graphs consisting of different
sized modules, this model is insufficient because of the in-
ternal fragmentation that will arise when mapping modules
into the reconfigurable region requiring only a small part of
the available resources. To enhance device utilization, com-
munication architectures have been proposed that allow the
reconfiguration systems in the space and time domains. In
this mode, multiple modules can be placed over time at dif-
ferent positions within a reconfigurable region that might be
shared by several modules at the same time. The proposed
communication architectures that permit this mode include
buses that are suitable for one-dimensional slot style module
placement [1] or two-dimensional grid style module place-
ment [2] as well as point-to-point communication architec-
tures. Because of their shared nature, buses are not suitable
for high throughput communication among multiple mod-
ules and buses are preliminarily needed to read and write
register file parameters as well as for DMA transfers (e.g.,
for reading input values or writing results).

In this paper, we will put focus on point-to-point com-
munication. However, most techniques can be applied to
multicast operation, too. For the 1d-placement model, ap-



Fig. 1. Complete dataflow graph where each module com-
municates with all other modules via dedicated links.

proaches for streaming data directly between direct neigh-
boring modules have been proposed, e.g., [3, 4]. In addi-
tion to a bus architecture for implementing reconfigurable
systems, [2] presents an improved point-to-point connection
scheme that allows modules to be bypassed without requir-
ing additional logic resources within the bypassed modules
and without limiting module relocation. All these commu-
nication architectures can be extended to be used for plac-
ing modules in a 2d grid; for example, by adding logic in
the static part of the system for routing between multiple 1d
slot-based architectures that are aligned one above the other
to form a 2d grid. Alternatively, circuit-switching can be
performed directly between modules that are placeable in
a two-dimensional grid. In [5], this has been carried out di-
rectly within the switch matrices of the FPGA routing fabric.
However, because reserving larger numbers of FPGA rout-
ing resources for a circuit-switching network would materi-
ally impact the routing of the entire modules, this approach
is more feasible for serial links but not for high-throughput
module-to-module streaming.

2.2. Reconfigurable Multiple Bus (RMB) Routing

The aforementioned 1d communication architectures ([3, 4,
2]) are restricted to implement dataflow graphs with rather
simple data dependencies but not for providing any link be-
tween a set of modules. Figure 1, for example, shows a
completely connected dataflow graph that requires a more
sophisticated communication architecture.

Such an architecture was theoretically proposed with the
reconfigurable multiple bus network (RMB) [6]. The RMB
architecture consists of serially aligned communication cross-
points, one for each module, and a set of unidirectional chan-
nels between the crosspoints. The number of channels be-
tween two crosspoints is equal throughout the whole RMB1.
The modules are connected to the crosspoints (or each mod-
ule provides a crosspoint switch) and communication is es-
tablished by setting multiplexers inside the crosspoints, where
multiplexers are located at the start of each channel. Addi-
tional multiplexers set connections towards a module. As
shown in Figure 2a), routing is determined by taking the
entire first available channel on a direct path from the start
module to the destination. For the sake of clearness, the

1This further means that crosspoint interfaces are identical and compati-
ble to each other. With this property, modules can be horizontally relocated
while still providing access to the RMB network.

figure is only showing the paths routing in left-to-right di-
rection from a complete dataflow graph example. Because
of the symmetry of the dataflow graph, the opposite path
direction would look identical to the one displayed in the
figure except that it is mirrored. Note that a particular rout-
ing depends on the order in which the individual paths are
routed, hence, different routing solutions exist. However,
the number of channels between any pair of two consecu-
tive modules, that is needed to accomplish the routing, is
independent of the order in which the paths are routed. The
number of channels c per signal direction that is needed to
map a complete dataflow graph with v nodes is:

c =

⌊
v2

4

⌋
(1)

The RMB routing is further presented in Algorithm 1. It
can be seen that for each path that has to be routed, the al-
gorithm checks the possible channels between the start slot
and the destination at maximum once, hence resulting in a
linear time complexity.

Algorithm 1: RMB Routing
1 Input : path slot positions Start[], Destination[]
2 Output: routing matrix RMB Channels[][]

3 Set as free(RMB Channels)
4 for Path = 1 to Number of paths do
5 {
6 for Slot = Start[Path] to Destination[Path] do
7 {
8 Channel = 1
9 while (true)

10 {
11 if (RMB Channels[Slot][Channel] = free)
12 {
13 RMB Channels[Slot][Channel] = Path
14 break
15 }
16 Channel = Channel + 1
17 } } }

Figure 2 also depicts that the multiplexer architecture for
the channel input multiplexers is different for each channel.
Despite that the FPGA look-up tables and switch matrices
are actually multiplexers, FPGAs suffer in the implementa-
tion of wide input multiplexers as listed in Table 1. Con-
sequently, implementing an RMB comprises a significant
overhead in terms of logic cost and latency. This was con-
firmed by RMB implementations as reported in [7]. In that
publication, an implementation with only four crosspoint
switches and four 32-bit channels between two consecutive
crosspoints took more than 9500 4-input look-up tables on a
Xilinx Virtex-II FPGA. In other words, that implementation
costs roughly a fully featured MicroBlaze softcore CPU per
crosspoint.
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Fig. 2. Mapping a complete graph to 1d arrays, 1) RMB routing, 2) FCSD routing. Only the left-to-right routing is shown.

Mux inputs 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
LUT-4 1 2 2 3 4 4 4 5 5 6 6
LUT-6 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 3 3 3 4

Table 1. Multiplexer implementation cost in terms of LUTs

2.3. First Channel Straight to Destination (FCSD) Rout-
ing

To shrink the implementation cost of an RMB, we exam-
ined different crosspoint designs using smaller multiplexers
than the original approach shown in Figure 2a). We found
that routing by using the first complete free channel index
strait to the destination (FCSD routing) results in the same
routing capabilities for a given number of channels between
two consecutive modules as the RMB approach. As shown
in Figure 2b), this routing will not take the entire first avail-
able channel but will continue routing straight on the same
wire index until it reaches the destination module. As a con-
sequence, the channel multiplexers become smaller and all
multiplexers are identical.

The corresponding routing is sketched in Algorithm 2.
While RMB routing iterates first from slot to slot before
scanning for the first free channel index, the FSCD routing
algorithm iterates first from channel to channel for search-
ing within all involved slots if the current channel is avail-
able everywhere. Consequently, both the RMB routing and
the FCSD routing algorithm result in the same linear time
complexity with respect to the total number of channels.

We further investigated the equality of the RMB routing
and the new FCSD routing scheme by experiments. We de-
fine two (or more) routing schemes as equal if they fulfill the
same routing problem using the same number of channels.
For instance, the examples in Figure 2a) and Figure 2b) are
equal because they route the same problem using at most
six channels between two adjacent crosspoints. To do so,
we enumerated all possible routing demands and computed

both the RMB routing and the FCSD routing. A complete
directed graph with v nodes has e = v · (v − 1) directed
edges (see Figure 1 for an example with n = 5 which re-
sults in e = 5 · 4 = 20 edges). Because of the symmetry
of the problem (left-to-right routing is the same problem as
right-to-left routing), only half the edges of the graph have
been examined for the check (see the 10 routing tracks in
Figure 2a) and Figure 2b)). Consequently, the enumerated
search space is 20.5·e (which is 210 for the example with
five nodes). For any possible routing demand within a graph
with v = 10 nodes (i.e., all 245 demands) it was found that
FCSD routing used the same maximal number of channels
between two adjacent crosspoints as RMB routing.

Algorithm 2: FCSD Routing
1 Input : path slot positions Start[], Destination[]
2 Output: routing matrix FCSD Channels[][]

3 Set as free(FCSD Channels)
4 for Path = 1 to Number of paths do
5 {
6 Channel = 1
7 while (true)
8 {
9 Path available = true

10 for Slot = Start[Path]toDestination[Path]do
11 if (FCSD Channels[Slot][Channel] 6= free)
12 Path available = false
13 if (Path available = true)
14 break
15 Channel = Channel + 1
16 }
17 for Slot = Start[Path] to Destination[Path] do
18 FCSD Channels[Slot][Channel] = Path
19 }



With respect to these routing algorithms, a routing prob-
lem is not only defined by the set of edges of the dataflow
graph that have to be routed but also by the order in which
the edges are routed. We took this into account by repeating
experiments with up to 12 edges and routing all permuta-
tions of the problem. Again, the RMB algorithm and the
FCSD algorithm resulted in the same demand of channels
between any pair of two consecutive slots.

3. FCSD ROUTING ON FPGAS

The advantage of the FCSD routing over the RMB approach
is not only the lower implementation cost of the multiplexer
structure, but also that the FCSD routing approach is suit-
able to be directly implemented within the routing fabric
of the FPGA. In this case, the multiplexers are not imple-
mented with the help of look-up tables on the logic level
but directly within the switch matrices of the FPGA. This
further removes the control logic and corresponding routing
that sets the multiplexer select state, as the switch matrix
multiplexers are directly controlled by some bits within the
configuration bitstream.

In order to make efficient use of this approach, the FPGA
routing fabric has to provide routing wires in horizontal and
vertical direction as well as the corresponding freedom in
the switch matrix multiplexers to continue either a horizon-
tal path or connect to a vertical wire for connecting the mod-
ule (see also the example in Figure 2b)). We examined sev-
eral Xilinx FPGA architectures with respect to their suit-
ability to implement FCSD routing directly within the rout-
ing fabric. We found that Virtex-II, Spartan-3, Virtex-4,
Virtex-6, and Spartan-6 devices can directly implement our
approach. In the case of Virtex-5 devices, FCSD routing
is more complicated as wires cannot be directly continued
towards the same corresponding wire (to form a homoge-
neously routed path). The reason for this are the switch
matrix multiplexers that provide no direct input to the cor-
responding wire from the previous switch matrix. However,
by using an additional wire, acting as a stopover, FCSD rout-
ing can be implemented on Virtex-5 FPGAs.

4. CASE STUDY ON SPARTAN-6 FPGAS

To test our FCSD routing approach, we implemented a cel-
lular automata with four identical processing nodes that rep-
resent a complete dataflow graph that is shown in Figure 3a).
In this example, state information from all neighboring nodes
is used to compute an individual state for each neighbor
module that is then used for the entire next iteration. Con-
sequently, the data that is sent to other nodes is specific to
each node, which is more challenging to route than a multi-
cast with the same data to all other nodes. Note that FCSD
routing is not only bound to simple point-to-point connec-
tions and that multicast routing can be achieved by tapping
a routed path.

Figure 3b) illustrates the crosspoint architecture that fits
an implementation using the underlying routing fabric of a

Fig. 3. Cellular automata case study with four identical pro-
cessing elements, a) dataflow graph, b) communication ar-
chitecture for direct FPGA routing fabric implementation,
c) module input connection, d) module output connection.

Xilinx Spartan-6 FPGA. Note that the architecture of Virtex-
6 devices is very similar and there is no difficulty in using
these devices instead. Spartan-6 FPGAs are organized in a
regular mesh of configurable logic blocks (CLBs) that pro-
vide a switch matrix and altogether eight look-up tables for
implementing the module logic. These logic primitives con-
nect via the switch matrix to the FPGA routing fabric. All
fabric wires are unidirectional and use mostly point-to-point
connections to the surrounding CLBs. The FCSD network is
implemented by reserving routing wires as sketched in Fig-
ure 3b). In the case study, we reserved one vertical routing
track per CLB column for the module output and a second
vertical track in the opposite direction to set input connec-
tions. Both tracks are routed with wires spanning a distance
of one CLB and the track crosses four rows of additional
horizontally routed tracks. The latter implement the chan-
nels discussed in Section 2. The horizontal and vertical
tracks are chosen such that connections can be set within
the switch matrices that follow the scheme shown in Fig-
ure 3b). . . d). According to Equation 1, four tracks per sig-
nal direction (left-right and right-left) are sufficient to im-
plement a complete dataflow graph with four nodes. Note
that the communication can be carried out regardless of the
actual module placement layout.

We implemented the case study using a single wire se-
rial communication for each channel. However, we actually
reserved two horizontal wires per CLB row and per signal
direction. This allows in total 32 wires over the height of 16
CLBs, which is the height of a clock region on the FPGA
that is also the smallest fraction of the FPGA fabric that can
be atomically reconfigured. Over the full height of the used
Spartan-6 XC6SLX45-2 device, this would allow up to eight
times more wires. Alternatively, it is possible to reserve fur-
ther wires to implement more or wider channels. For ex-
ample, when taking the four available horizontal quadlines



Fig. 4. Case study from Figure 3 on a Spartan-6 FPGA.

(wires that route a distance of four CLBs), up to 256 in-
dividual wires could be used for implementing FCSD chan-
nels (e.g., eight individual 32-bit channels) within the height
of a clock region. This would be possible without dramat-
ically sacrificing routability because longer wires are often
left over as they leave the bounding box of a module [8].

The throughput is the product of the channel width and
the speed at which data is sent over a channel. For the lat-
ter one, we examined different paths using the timing in-
formation reported by the FPGA-Editor tool which is pro-
vided by Xilinx. Considering registers at the start modules
and the destination of a routed path, the clock speed of an
FCSD network spanning the full width of the XC6SLX45-2
FPGA was 78 MHz (104 MHz) when routing also the hor-
izontal path with wires spanning one (two) CLB further. In
this case, a path is routed through 44 (27) CLB switch ma-
trices. In practical systems, the network will typically not
span the full device width and a speed of 100 MHz can be
expected. Note that the results are worst case values con-
sidering the longest possible routing path. If shorter paths
are sufficient, performance becomes better. For further im-
proving throughput wave-pipelining will be examined in the
future.

Reserving a definable set of wires for implementing FC-
SD networks is not supported by the Xilinx vendor tools and
we used our GoAhead tool chain to generate the correspond-
ing constraints. See [9] for more information on the tool. A
screen shot showing the physical FPGA implementation is
shown in Figure 4. To better illustrate our approach, the
FCSD network has been separated from the module logic.
However, GoAhead allows these two parts to be merged
while still ensuring the homogenous FCSD network imple-
mentation that is required for module relocation. GoAhead
further assists in setting FCSD network connections and the
bitstream assembly. In our case study, we set the network
connections on a host PC that is connected to the used Dig-
ilent ATLYS board. This is achieved by manipulating the
netlist of the system in the Xilinx design language (XDL)
format. We then generate a differential bitstream which only
contains the configuration data needed to connect a module.
Note that new connections can be set without affecting run-
ning transactions on existing connections. Future work will
set connections by manipulating the bitstream by the system
itself.

5. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we introduced the new FCSD network archi-
tecture that constitutes an improvement over the existing
RMB architecture. Not only that the FCSD approach uses
smaller multiplexers and consequently substantial less logic
and routing resources, it can be fully implemented directly
within the routing fabric of several FPGA architectures. This
consequently allows for very efficient FCSD network imple-
mentations. The capabilities provided by the FCSD archi-
tecture allow to implement difficult communication scenar-
ios that occur when mapping dataflow graphs on an FPGA
at run-time.

Future work will introduce wave-pipelining for higher
throughput. Furthermore, we want to use the FCSD archi-
tecture for accelerating SQL queries using FPGAs.
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